Under mild assumptions, the law of L X N converges in distribution, under the law (N) , to a deterministic measure . By exchangeability, this implies the convergence of the law of X 1 under (N) to , and more generaly, for any k nite, the convergence of the law of (X 1 ; : : : ; X k ) under (N) to ( ) k .
For any exchangeable measure (N) on S N , let N;k denote its marginal on the rst k coordinates; that is, for A S k measurable, In this article, we estimate the relative entropy distance between (N) and appropriate (simpler) exchangeable measures (N) , which are related to the law . The main interest in obtaining such estimates stems from the fact that if one has that B N = H( (N) j (N) ) ; (2) then, for (N) 
(See e.g. 5, (2.10)] for the rst inequality). Hence, for appropriate (large, increasing) blocks k(N), the relative entropy distance (and hence, also the variational distance) between N;k(N) and k(N) converges to 0. This implies a strong version of the propagation of chaos. It is important to notice that the notion of convergence we use is well suited to deal with increasing blocks: a statement in the weak topology of M 1 (S Z Z ) would not be an advance over the nite dimensional propagation of chaos.
We remark that one can, by consideration of the function F( ) = g( R xd ) with smooth g( ), provided the latter integral is well de ned and that the support of is bounded, adapt the set-up described above to Gibbs measures involving empirical means, as opposed to empirical measures. See the remark at the end of Section 2.
Similarly, the ideas presented here can be adapted to the Gaussian setup, where they can be used to yield sharper versions of CLT convergence. For a discussion of this application, we refer the reader to 2].
As will be seen, the critical value of k(N) and the structure of (N) depend crucially on the behaviour of the function H( j ) ? F( ) near its minima. In particular, if the minimum is unique, say , then This study is related to the one in 6], where a similar question in the case of Gibbs conditioning was considered. Due to the extra regularity provided by integration over F, the results here are more satisfactory in that they cover (with sharp rates) genuinely in nite dimensional situations.
The structure of this article is as follows. In the rest of this introduction, we describe our results for a (simple) problem, the Curie-Weiss model. This model exhibits already a range of interesting phenomena.
We describe the precise assumptions we put on the function F, the statement of our main results in the non-degenerate case, and an application to the Langevin dynamics of interacting particles, in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the proofs of the non-degenerate case, while Section 4 is devoted to the statements and proofs for the degenerate case. For a study, from a di erent viewpoint, of the statistics of large blocks of variables in the critical case, we refer the reader to 10] and the references therein. F. Comets has kindly pointed out to us that the rate k(N) = o(N 
Further, for any k = o(N),
Remarks 1. The constants C appearing in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 can be computed explicitly, and the statements can be strengthened to yield a convergence to C of the relative entropies in (4) and F satis es the assumptions described in the beginning of this section. In this case, I( ) = H( j ) ?
g(F( )). This extension allows one to consider interactions based on the empirical mean which are not necessarily polynomial. Technical improvements, in particular on the boundedness assumption on the support of , are possible but will not be discussed here. 3. By 1, Corollary 1.6], one may state the assumptions on the potential F directly in terms of the Banach spaces B appearing in the course of the proof of Theorem 1. We chose not to do so as the introduction of the functions V allows for a rather explicit expression for the non degeneracy condition. 4. As mentioned in the introduction, (6) strengthens the weak convergence announced in 1, Theorem B], which by itself precludes the existence of propagation of chaos. Unfortunately, the simple reduction from (5) to (6) used in the case of single minimum does not work in the case of non-product measures, and a slightly more involved argument is needed. The proof given below of (6) is based on a suggestion of A. Dembo.
Finally, we show how to apply Theorem 1 in a dynamic setting to deduce propagation of chaos for a system of interacting particles obeying a Langevin dynamic. Let X i;N t satisfy the system of SDE's 1] 
Hence, the proof of Theorem 1 follows as soon as we show that B (2) N is uniformly bounded. 
(See (16) below for an understanding of why (10) Returning to the evaluation of B (2) N , note that by (9), for some constant C independent of N, and all N large enough, 
holds true). Next, let denote the law induced by on B by the map x 7 ! h( )(x). Note that
T h ( p N(L X N ? )) = p N(T h (L X N ? )),
whereas the linearity of T h as a map on M 1 (S) implies that T h (L X
where the last inequality is due to ( ) > 1.
Combining (14), (15) and (17), one concludes that sup N B (2) N < 1, yielding (4). The second part now follows from the estimate (3).
Proof of Theorem 2
Throughout this proof, C denotes a constant whose value may change from line to line but which is always independent of N. Let 
The proof that B N C, i.e. of (5), now proceeds exactly as the proof of boundedness of B (2) N in Theorem 1.
where the last two equalities follow from the convergence (N) (L X N 2 O i ) ! N!1 c i > 0 and the same argument leading to the boundedness of B (2) N in Theorem 1. We refer to 1] (notably, the proof of Theorem C) for properties of (t).
In order to state our last hypothesis, we refer to the construction of the embedding into the space B In order to apply 4] (i.e., to obtain certain local limit theorems uniformly), we will need the following smoothness hypothesis on the nite dimensional measures q ?1 .
(A2) The characteristic function of the measure q ?1 on IR d is in L p , some 1 > p 1. Proof of Theorem 4 .
Throughout this proof, C denotes a constant whose value may change from line to line but which is always independent of N. We essentially follow the proof of Theorem 1, whose notations we adopt, except that one has to condition on the degenerate directions, as in 4]. Here, with B N de ned in (8) , it is enough to prove that B N = 0(N 1?2=p ). By 1], Theorem C, we know that Z N e ?Nmo = 0(N d(1=2?1=p) ), and hence B (1) N = 0(log(N)). Therefore, (12) is replaced by
By standard large deviations as in (13), one can localize the computation of (23) to any xed neighborhood O of .
Letting now q(T h (L x N ? )) = t(x), one may write T h (L x N ? ) = V t(x) + W t(x) with q(V t(x) ) = t and q(W t(x) ) = 0. where the last inequality is due to the uniform CLT contained in 4, Proposition 3.12] (note that we are working in the non-degenerate directions, and follow the same computation as in Theorem 1 when deriving (17)). On the other hand, following the computation leading to 4, (4.2){(4. Combining the last inequality with (24) and (23) yields the desired estimate on B (2) N and hence the theorem.
Proof of Corollary 1
We consider the case = 0, the general case being similar. The argument leading from Case III to case I being exactly as outlined in the proof of Theorem 2, we deal with cases I and II only. Throughout this proof, C denotes a constant whose value may change from line to line but which is independent of N. Recall that One conclude that B N = 0(1) (Case I) and B N = 0(N 1=2 ) (Case II). The conclusion of the theorem follows.
